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‘Rio Tinto has paid a high price in reputation for 
its failure at Juukan Gorge. Other resource 

companies need to take note: governments, 
investors and the community will no longer 

tolerate such tragedies.’

The Hon. Warren Entsch MP

Joint Standing Committee
Interim Report on Juukan Gorge 



‘Successes are rarely acknowledged…
but failures are highlighted, by the media, 

opponents of the industry, and governments. 
Clearly, the business as usual approach

is not enough.’

Laurence (2020) 



Keystone XL Pipeline
– 2008-21 sustained opposition
– 20 Jan 2021 - Biden - Executive Order - Protecting Public Health and the 

Environment and Restoring Science to Tackle the Climate Crisis
– 10 June 2021 – TC Energy Corp officially cancels project

Oak Flats – Resolution Copper - Rio Tinto/BHP 
– 26 Jan 2021 - Biden - Memorandum - Tribal Consultation 

and Strengthening Nation-to-Nation Relationships

Royal Dutch Shell
– 26 May 2021 District Court, The Hague
– RDS ordered to reduce CO2 emissions of 

Shell group by net 45% in 2030 cf. 2019 levels
– Activities constitute a threat to ‘right to life’

In the Headlights of Regulation and Litigation



Top 10 business risks and opportunities for mining and 
metals in 2021. 
Paul Mitchell, EY Global Mining & Metals Leader



“The loss we feel is compounded by lack of power we 
have. By the fake responsibility that the white man’s 
system expects us to shoulder. By the fundamental 

conflict that affects each and every Traditional Owner
in the Pilbara who is forced to rely on what mining 
brings to the Pilbara and, each day, is a little more 

diminished, by what it does to the Pilbara.”

Ms Sara Slattery

Submission
Joint Standing Committee

Juukan Gorge





Our willingness to trust

https://data.oecd.org/gga/trust-in-government.htm



1. My Immediate Team? 2. My Company?

3. An Indigenous 
Community?

4.  Investors?

A. What is important to me?
B. How do I see this framework working for... 
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Who is at the table?







Community Relations & Development

Marginalisation of the CRD from the rest of the company

– social science backgrounds

– work has less readily observable benefits 

CRD viewed as a cost-burden

CRD only valued in time of crisis

– after a risk actually materialises 

– company has to salvage its reputation

Barriers to communication - mining, business and CRD language/jargon mean 
that teams might not have the easiest time understanding each other

Kemp and Owen (2013)



Western African Mine – Rapid Expansion

Increased intra-departmental communication and section-to-section 
engagement:

– Instilled culture of ‘speaking up’ on issues of importance 

– Deep listening revealed disconnect between CRD and other 
departments, attributed to differences in terminology. 

– CRD staff trained to adopt mining-relevant language; framing in 
terms of operational risk and cost-benefit analysis, rather than 
more abstract ‘social value’ terms

– Paving way for creative, interest-based negotiations within and 
between teams

– Strategic targeting of key internal decision-makers allowed the CRD 
team to establish new communication channels, promoting greater 
visibility of the team’s function and relevant community concerns 
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Royal Dutch Shell – Shifts Gears

Niger Delta 
– Protests from 1990’s

– Militant action from 2006

– Oil spills 2008 est. USD $1Billion

– Damning UN Report 2011

– Class action 2012

– Settlement 2015 worth USD $83Million + remediation

Malampaya, Philippines

Time

‒ 2 Years
‒ Cost USD $6M
‒ Shell benefits = $50-72M
‒ Community benefits = 

multi-faceted
Respect Mutual 

Benefit





Burrup Peninsula - Woodside 

First Aboriginal underwater artefacts found 

Raises hopes of more to be found

Discoveries coincided with planned pipeline linking Scarborough to Burrup  

Woodside’s approach:

– Creating positive economic, social and cultural outcomes
– Building respectful relationships
– Complying with laws and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples, 
– Avoiding future damage or disturbance to cultural heritage
– Consulting and ongoing engagement with Indigenous communities
– Ensuring Indigenous voices are heard, and supporting their right to self-

determination

Decision 
Making







Helen Shurven, Member 
National Native Title Tribunal
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